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• …is the government policy framework to deliver the ambition of the Ten Point Plan 
for Net Zero?

• …are the built environment sectors to make net zero projects standard?

• …are consultancies ready to be the catalyst for change?

How ready?







Are sectors ready to adopt the 
Committee on Climate Change 
pathways? 
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Choosing the right projects

NIC
provides government with impartial, 

expert advice on major long term 

infrastructure challenges

(English focus)
IPA
works with government and industry 

to ensure that major projects of all 

types are delivered successfully 

and to improve performance over time

CCC
advise the UK / devolved governments 

on emissions targets and to report on progress 

made in reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

and preparing for and adapting to the impacts 

of climate change

National Policy Statements
give reasons for the policy set out in the statement, and must include an explanation

of how the policy takes account of government policy relating to the mitigation of, 

and adaptation to, climate change; comprise the government’s objectives for the 

development of nationally significant infrastructure

Eg Overarching Energy, airports, ports, national networks

Project

Regulators Promoting agency

CAA (license)

ORR HE, NR

Ofwat

Ofgem 

etc

International agreements

eg Paris
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Purpose of infrastructure

• Happy, healthy, prosperous people

• Just sustainable society

• Cost benefit analysis

• Contribution to carbon abatement

- Mitigation – cut carbon emissions 1.5 degree

- Adaptation – expect adverse effects for resilience 4 degree

• Impact on Social Value

• Natural Capital (only via the EA?)

How should we evaluate projects?



Dr Louise Carver
Lancaster University



The Role of EIA in Delivering Net 
Zero Infrastructure
Dr. Louise Carver 
Lancaster Environment Centre | L.Carver@lancaster.ac.uk



Policy 
frameworks

EIA 
mechanism

• Project outcomes

Downstream 

Project 
Outcomes

EIA

Upstream

Regulatory, 
Institutional 
and Policy 

Framework

EIA is one cog in a whole system



NSIP across sectors and IEMA guidelines

• Lack of consistency

• Sectoral 
Differences

• Assessing not 
managing 

• Path dependencies 



Views from consultancy

“I feel the industry is very much 
seeing Net Zero as something that 
needs to be achieved by 2050 and 
not something that they need to be 
worrying about at the moment”

“Calculations are almost irrelevant, the most 
important thing is agreeing on the scope that 
you're going to report on; full lifecycle 
emissions, construction, operation and end of 
life.. 
And are these emissions significant or not?  
What level of mitigation is good enough?”

“You need well-paid planning officers 
and the policy— you need all our 
policy statements upgraded in the 
light of the Climate Change Act and 
the 1.5 degree limit. Therefore we 
need our whole industrial strategy 
redone. Every sector of the economy 
needs an up to date decarbonisation 
plan and then written in to the 
planning policy statements."

“It's a relatively new area and the 
political context is changing now, but 
there's a lag.
You know, clients still don't understand 
that a multi-billion-pound project could 
fail on a small cost for an EIA. I still get 
clients asking “why are we even doing 
this?”"
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Achieving a net zero
UK water sector by 2030

Daniel Johns 

Head of Public Affairs



First climate 
change risk 
assessment

2017 Nov 2020

Second 25-
year Strategic 

Direction 
Statement

First 25-year 
Strategic 
Direction 

Statement

First water 
company to 

set targets for  
operational 

emissions and 
capital carbon

Commitment 
to achieve 

carbon 
neutrality by 

2050

Helped to 
develop 

PAS2080, first 
company 
verified 
globally

Sector-wide 
Public Interest 
Commitment 
includes net 
zero by 2030

Articles of 
Association 
changed to 

embed public 
interest

Water UK
Net Zero 2030 

Routemap
launched

2016

2019

1993 2007 2010

Founding 
members of 

Prince of 
Wales 

Corporate 
Leaders Group

2005

Anglian Water’s carbon journey

Carbon 
management 
and reporting 

verified by 
CEMARS to 
ISO14064

2010

2016 2019

Operational 
emissions 

↓34%, capital 
carbon ↓62%

April 2020





The water sector’s GHG footprint



A pathway to net zero (technology-led)



Innovation challenge #1: process emissions



Innovation challenge #2: capital carbon

Target: 70% reduction 
by 2030 (vs 2010)



Next steps: embedding six-capitals thinking



Thank you for listening

Daniel Johns, Head of Public Affairs

djohns2@anglianwater.co.uk 

@DanielJ88
@AnglianWater



Thank you!


